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ABSTkACT

This study examines the effects of feedback on the job attitudvs and

behavior of female sewing machine operators. While significant Improvements

occurred in the cohesion and goal commitment of operators in subassembly

work teams, these improvements were especially likely to occur among long-

term.operators. Marked improvements-in product quality were associated

with feedback from management. 'Turnover and absenteeism also decreased,

but overall satisfaction did not increase and intrinsic job satisfaction

actually decreased. Operator work expectations increased as a result of

their involvement in this field experiment. Findings are discussed with

reference to theoretical and practical issues in work systems redesign.



EFFECTS OF FEEDBACK ON JOB ATTITUDES
AND WORK BEHAVIOR: A FIELD EXPERIMENT

Experiments in task and work system redesign have proliferated in

revent years. By one account, the number of cases reported in the period

1970.-1975'is equal to the entire number reported over the 20-year period

-,1950-1970 (Taylor, 1975). In general, these experimehts have the follow-

ing characteristics in common: (1) they are directed at a search for

alternatives to task specialization,'hierarchy and bureaucracy as the

principle tenets of efficiency and control in work organizations; (2)

they are directed at an effort to improve the relationship between indivi-

duals and their jobs or work organizatiOns; and, (3) they emerge out of a

recognition that traditional models of job and work systeM design have, in

most instances, faileA to meet both economic and social criteria of

effectiveness (Davis and Cherns, 1975; Davis and Taylor, 1972; FOrd, 1969; -

VS

Maher, 1971; Lawler, 1969; Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman, 1959). While

many of these efforts have produced positive attitudinal and performance

outcomes, their contribution to a cumulative body of theory is limited by'

methodological weaknesses.

If theory represents a partially verified statement of cause-effect

relationships, then tests of theoretical models in this area should meet

the following criteria: First, they should enable researchers and

practitioners to generate hypotheses regarding the effects of specific
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job design changes on individual atZitudes and behavioral rFropensities.

Second, they should enable us to identify those situational and indi-

vidual variables which moderate the association between task design

factors and individual responses. And, third, they should demonstrate

preeictive validity in field settings.

Examining each of these criteria, in turn, suggests areas of strength

and weakness in current theory. First, there is no absence of conceptual

models (Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman, 1959; Davis and Taylor, 1972;

Hackman and Oldham, 1975; Schwab and Cummings, 1976; Steers and Mowday,

1976). But, specific components of these models are seldom examined in on-

going work settings. Instead a diverse array of changes are frequently

undertaken simultanously and in such a way as to preclude an assessment

of how particular factors impact on employee responses (e.g., Walton, 1972).

Second, a number of investigators have examined individual attributes which

moderate responses to task design (ffackman'And Lawler, 1971; Hulin and

Blood, 1968; Wanous, 1974; Brief and Aldag, 1975; Koch and Morris, 1976).

But, most of these studies merely report differences in the magnitude of

survey-baee correlational data and, for this reason, their external validit

vis-a-vis field studies is suspect. Moreover, the mere reduction in magni-
-,,

tude of a correlation does not in itself undermine the utility of a 2ar-

ticular field intervention. Finally,.job design theory should enable us

to predict employee responses to actual task or work system changes. It is

in this area that our theory is weakest. The preponderance of empirical

work to date is based on correlational assessments of point in time survey



data. As a result, we know clearly that perceptions of task attritubes

are related to attitudes and, in some instances, to behaviors such as turnover

or performance (Lawler, 1969; Cummings, Mblloy, and Glen, 1975, Koch and

Steers, 1976). But we know little about haw objective changes in specific

job components affect work attitudes and behavior.

Research Objectives

The present research attempts to respond to the above criterir by

examining the influence'of actual task factor changes on cognittyv variablv11

(e.g., satisfaction, job challenge) in a field study employing a control

group design. Psychological and behavioral reactions are thus examined as \

outcomes which can be associated with objective, rather thaaperceived, task

characteristics (Schwab and Cummings, 1976). From a practical viewpoint

this approach is especially useful since efforts to redesing worknvolve

manipulation of actual tasks, rather than perceptions of these tasks.

The objective factor which was manipulated in this case was feedback,

one of the dimensions identified by Hackman and Lawler (1971) and Hackman

and Oldham (1976) as being of central importance in. how people respond to

jobs. According to these theoretical models, a job will produce desired

psychological states (i.e., intrinsic motivation, satisfaction) only if it

is high on all of the core dimensions (task significance, autonomy, feedback).

Recent studies, however, have failed to support this argument (Hackman and

Lawler, 1971; Brief and Aldag, 1975; Brief, Wallace, and Aldag-, 1976).

However, each of these studies employed perceptually-based measures of'task



rttributes and, for this reason, their findings may be confounded by

common methods variance (Schwab and Cummings, 1976).

With regard to the feedback intervention described below two

points should be kept in mind. First, feedback was given to operators as

members of subassembly teams. These were nominal groupings based upon

the sharing of common shop floor space and the interdependence of 'operations

in determining overall garment quality." However, all individuals had

assigned jobs and they did not conceive of their roles as encompassing

group task. Secondly, given the highly structured, routine and repetitive

jobs it could be argued that operators were already receiving feedback from

the task itself. However, this intervention (feedback from Management)

provided unique information (teamsand operation quality levels and cost-

variance information).

The literature on task-goal attributes is inconclusiVe with rerrd to

the effects of knowledge of results, or feedback, on performance and

affective employee responses (Steers and Porter, 1974). However, to the

degree that feedback simultaneously increases goal specifidity it has

been consistently associated With improved performance.\ Factors ac-

counting for attitudinal responses appear to be more complex, taking into

account not only feedback and goal specificity but gpal difficulty, ac-

ceptance, and individual valences (Steers and Porter, 1974). Moreover,

from a practical job design perspective, feedback appears to be a re-

latively poor action lever in efforts to improve satisfaction. The core

dimensions which seem to be most strongly linked to intrinsic motivation

9



and satisfaction are those associated with increased autonomy and res-
.

ponsibility (Cummings, Molloy, and Glen, 1975; Hackman and Oldham;.1975).

The purpose of the present study is to determine the effect of changes

in feedback on performance and attitudes of shop floor employees. This

specific job element was changed as an initial stage in the phase-in of

a larger work system redesign effort directed toward the ultimate develop-

ment of semi-autonomous work teams. Since the author was a participant

observer in the plant site for a 14-month period, the theoretical inter-

pretation of these data is augmented by clinical observations. These ob-

servations and the data presented will also assess the unintended consecluences

of undertaking change in an ongoing job, and the influence of changes in

management styles; on the organizational climate which formed the context of

this job redesign effort.

METHOD

Research Setting

This research was conducted in a garment factory located in a large

southwestern city. There are four primary classifications of employees

in this factory: hourly cutting room employees; sewing machine operators

on piecework; sewing machine mechanics; and, supervisors and training

instructors. The focus of job design efforts was on the shop floor

sewing operations.

Engaged in the manufacture of pants in a large batch operation, oper-

ators are arranged in a line flow system with work passing serially from

one work operation to another. The assembly process is based upon a minute

10



subdivision of tasks with 34 operations involved in the total assembly and

inspect procss. Average cycle-time in these operations is about 30 seconds.

At the time this field project began approximately 150 sewing machine

operators were employed in the experimental site.

As is traditionally the case in this industry, their quality is checked

by a full-time contingent of inspectors who conduct 100% inspections.

Their inspection work is, in turn, dhecked on a sampling basis by inde-

pendent auditors who report to a plant or regional quality assurance

officer. A Nrriable number of:menders-is on hand to mend sewing errors.

Feedback to operators only occurs in extreme cases of negative performance.

If an excessive number of errors is found in a 60-unit bundle due to work

on a particular operation a bundle may be returned to the responsible oper-

ator Bar repairs.

On the shop floor operators work in large foom and report to super-

visors who are responsible for daily production scheduling, monitoring

quality, trouble shooting and reporting machine difficulties, and

maintaining balance between operations. Their span of control-varies

, from 30 to 50 operators and they are assisted by training instructors.

The garment industry is plagued by extremely high turnover rates, ap-

proaching 100% on an industry-wide basis. The experimental setting was

experiencing about a 200% annual turnover rate at the time this experiment

was initiated. Absenteeism was 9.4% on a daily basis.

The production process and the need to maintain a rapid and con-

tinuous pace to make incentive earnings results in operators feeling bound



to their positions in the room: Physical, layout and normal product Jou

noise (about 70 decibels) restrict communication. As a result inform,1

social groupings emerge primarily during breaks and tend to be based on

age and length of service. In general, these observations corroborate

those of Lupton (1963) in his study of factors affectinibehaiiIor on the

shop floor of a sewing plant.

Subjects

The study_involved all piecework operators at the experimental site

and a random sample of 54 operators selected from ;1 sister plant of tile

same manufacturer. This control group.site was.located approximately

10 miles from the experimental plant. Nearly all operacors (95%) were

female. The average operator had from 6 months to 1 year of tenure (a

reflection of the high turnover rates). In this regard samples were

bimodal, about 30 percent comprised of "long-term" operators with

greater than 1 year of service; and, 50 percent with less .than 6 months

of service and tenuous attachment to the organization. The average oper-

ator was between 26 and 30 years of age and, as with education, there was'

no difference between the samples on this,demographic variable. Fot Pur-

poses of the analysis reported here only these subjects who completed both

pre- and post test instrument are included. This permits subjects in the

experimental setting to serve as their own control group, thus augmenting

the sister plant control group. A large portion of the operators in

both settings (aboUt 65%) were Hispanic and 78% had completed high school.



Data Collection

A'lengthy questionnaire was enmr,-red by nearly all operators' (94-percent).

in the experimental getting lonth before initial planning began

for the subSequent-job redesi6, Those who objected t'compleLtig

this-survey, and those who could not complete the survey at the site due to

language difficulties, were not pressured to participate: Surveys mere ad-

-ministered-in:the plant cafeteria of both the experimental- and control grpup

sites.\ Pre-measurements were taken in October 1974 and post-measurements were

taken aPproximately one-year later (Nevember 1975)

In addition to perceptual and attitudinal survey data, benchmark and

. post-intervention data were gathered on absenteeism; turnover, and prodUct
I

quality. To Smooth out morith-to-month.distortions in absenteeism and

'turnover a 6=month benchmark average-Was compared.with the game Elmonth

post-intervention period. Any improvement factor reported, here cannot
\

be attributed to general.economic conditions as local unemployment de-
,

clined_slightly between pre-and post intervention periods (i.e., if turn-
\

over and absenteeism deClined it was not due(to greater diffi.culty in seeking

alternative jobs)::', Benchmark.data.on.quality (seconds) are reported for:the

9-month period preceding the- intervention to smooth but the effect of

excessively high seconds rates immediately preceding the intervention-

Perceptual,And attitudinal benchmark data had,to be established at

-a very early stage because.operatOr, elected representatives snbsequently

, became inVoll:red in planninvall Of the interventiens described. belOw.
.
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The actual changes reported here were not undertaken until 7-mdnths afte'r

the pre-test. Identical-questionnaires were administered in the control

group Setting at times coinciding with the experimental site surveys,

,Besults were not reported to operators.

Because of the turnover problem only ,/ of the 165 operators in

experimental setti5g,,completed both the pre- and post tests, and 21 E

54 operaors in the control group setting wereon hand one yearjater.,
/

Intervention

An elected Adivsory hoard. comp"rised of operators, the personnel

manager,plant manager and the investigator was established.abOut one week

after the.pretest. This group.served as a sounding board for oPerator
. r

views of various job 4nd work system redesign concepts throughoutthe
. -

period covered by this study. This new role was an extremely ambiguous

one to operators and the initial weekly meetings encountered a'large

amount of inertia.

The: early weeks of this group's fanetfoning, however, didhrlog

agreement-regarding the. objectives which were:to guide this orgaulzatIounl

change program. During this time:operators expressed the greatest con-
,

cern.about physical conditiOns in the plant (the repair of air conditioning

Z
units, restroom .cleanlin iss, cafeteria food, and the absence of an open air

7

_

eating area). As a,res 4lt of these meeeings the following actions were

taken over the course of the time period covered by this study. All air

---
conditioning units were ovefhauled, restrooms were completely remodeled

with q11 new fixtures, a hot food installation was purchased for the
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cafelerla, and a covered patlo was added adjacent to ( lc carotorla. These

(i

.physical\changes helped to establish the Legttlmaey rthe Advisory ilmird,

but they\did not fully Tesoli7e ambiguity regarding the appropriaterole

and functioning of this group.'

BeyOnd these plo- changes Advisory Board_members expressed a very

atrong interest in r acturing costs of pants.- Thisinterest emerged

out of.theTlant manager's expression of concern regarding poor plant

-efficiency (excessiVe variances from standard costs) and the plant's

reputationfor poor quality. At this time the plant was considered by

the coMpany to be one of-the three-least: effective plants out of 60

,lations.

The fiist shop floor intervention-Involved 12 operators in a Section

of the 'plant which was geographically separated from the larger sewing

floor. Most of these'operators were "long-timers" (greater than.17-year

of tenure). Many were cross7trained on two or more of 10 operations. For

a p.riod of 3 months they functioned as' an autonomous group.without super-

-.vision. Their responsibilities included all the normal supervisory roles

(trouble.shooting machine problems and reporting theth for mechanical

service, scheduling, line balance, taking production, repOrting attendance,

and.granting guaranteed earning.time o operators-transferred to jobs

other than their primary ,sewing operation). On a daily basis elected

representativeS received feedback on the team coets. Reaults Of this

1 -1
It might be argued that these hygiene changes are aipotentialiy contaminating

manipulation which proyide an alternative explanation foriresults. If tills

were the case, however, me would expect an overall upward bias in affective
'response patterns '(Overall satisfaction, organization.climate).:- As Table 1,
2 and 4 indicate,'this did not occur,.

15
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experiment were promising and received broad publicity throughout the

company. But the'remainder of the plant was bogged down with very serious

operating difficulties. Since this section relied on the ability of'

those next in the line to accommodate their added efficiency, they weie

soon forted to take time off to avoid overstocking the sewing floor with
,

work in.-pro, :; seriously damaged the torale of the.group, as

did the j,...1.1.uusT.0i other operators and grudging concern of some super-

visors who felt these operators were prima donas.
//

The plant manager's resignation (4 months after the pretest) and an

appointment of a new plant manager brought a new set of priorities to

he experimental site.. Shortly after arriving the new plant manager

halted this pilot experiment and directed the.plaat's full energies to

resolving very:serious production problems. During the next four months

the Advisory Board became unsettled regarding its -)le and legitimacy.

As pressure mounted to resolve immediate productic- ,)roblems it became

increlsimsqdy a tonduit for operator complaints. Aant manager was

quick to respond to these complaints, but he was LAder growing home office

pressure to resolve a broad webb of plant_ problems. Increasingly, the work

system redesign efforts were described as "on back burner".

f

The investigator!s focus during this four month period shifted to longer

term developmental planning and refining an integratedlmodel for semi-
\

autonomou-: team functioning -2= all subasSemblY seczi4is. Advisory Board

members sc. ved in a consultative Mode regarding progam elements, but their

enthusiasm and interests were dampened somewhat by nowing there wouid be

jengthy delaya before each of the follwing prograMelements were implemented:

16
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Variety: All trained operators would be eligible to learn additional

skills. With each additional operation learned they would receive a

pay increase. They would also be eligible,to become certified as

a mechanic's aide which would permit theM to repair nearly 80% of

their own machine breakdowns. Again, this Skill would be rewarded

with a base raro lacrease. .

.Task Identity: Operators would be groupad.into subassembly teans

boundariea determined.by:the amount of functional.interdependence

between operations, natural geographic factors, and the feasibility
,

of work-in-process banks,

Task Signficance: End-of-line.inspectors would be dispersed at natural

points throughout ihe line, and all repairs would be the responsibility

of team =embers. There woad' he.no menders. lionus rewards would he.

paid untiler 'a modified Scanlon plan ,.for cost variance reductions.

Autonomy: Super4isors would,monitor work flowsiletween teams, and

ultir iy .lave'responsibility for only exceptional problems arising

within a seti-autononclus group-. The initial pilot program stTongly

suppotted the feasibility of'this shift in supervisory räles.

Schedu ing, hiring and training (beyonz. the' vestibule stage) would

± be th responsibility of team meMbers,

Feedback: Jo. a diily basis each team would receive feedback on its quality

levels as a roup and by operation. Cost variances would be reported

on a weekl, ,asis_to all team:members, and reductions below an es-

/
tablishe- -7...andard would be apcumulated each week. These wOuld be



paid as a bonus on a quarterly basis. If bonus earnings accrued in

one week, but excesses occurred the following week the accumulated:

bonus would not be diminished. This potential form of positive re-

inforcement was not realized over the period covered'by this study

due to imbalanced staffing patterns within subassembly groups.

Plant operating conditions and the obvious priority of remedying these

problems preVented implementation of any portion of this model until nearly

seven months after the pretest. However, by this stage it was In a Very

refined form and had the:enthusiastic support of plant management and top

level executives including the highest level corporate engineer.

By this tiMe Work flow obstacles. permitted implementation:of only

the feedbackeomponent. Colorful,.large.display boards were specially. ,

Constructed for displaying feedback to each of five subassembly groups as'

called fof in the proposal. Unfortunately, the bewildering array of in-line

production'próblems had by this:stage brought about the plant manager s

resignation.

His successor agreed to continue full use of these feedback boards,

but addressed his'primary energy to problems of Fine balante, cutting .

room scheduling, and the poor repair of machinery. With this combination

of efforts he hoped to imp'rove production attainment from its low level

of 50%. He did, however, give his full support-to the feedback system.

For our months prior to .the post test and thrOughoUt the time following

the post testthis has been a fully fUnctioning part of operations in,the-
. , ,

experimental site.



Research Questionnaire

Thetquestionnaire given to operators was a shortened version of the'

Survey of Organizations Instrument (Taylor and Bowers; 1972). Other

scales were added as indicated below.

N

Survey of Organizations Scales:

\1 Organizational Climate--a'shortened version was adon it:o

includes 5 subscales (Human Resources PrImacy, Communication Flow,

Docision Making PracticeS, Technical Readiness, and Lower Level

4

Inkluence). \
\

r \
2. 'Managerial/Supervisory_Leadershlp--a factor asseSsing.foUr

components of effective leadership (Support, Interaction
- 1

Facilitation, Goal Emphasis, Work Facilitation).

3. Peet Leadership--a factor assessing peer leaderShip effectiveness
,

within subassembly groups (Support, Interaction Facilitation,,

Goal Emphasis,'Work Facilitation).

. 4.. Group Process-.-the effectiveness with which subassembly-groups

.coordinate their work tgward objectives and solve problems.,

5- Satisfactiona Scale .comprised of items indicating levels of

satisfaction with rewards, supervision, the organization, fellow

\aemployees, the jcib, nd present and future:progress within the

company.

6. Higher Level Need Fulfillment. .-

(

7. JOb Challenge.

19
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-Other Scales:

Higher Order Need Strength. Items adapled from Hackman and. Lawler

(1971)., Not discussed in this paper.

2. Incidents of FsyChosomatic Illness. Adapted from Turner rnd

Lawrence (1965).

3. perceiVed Organizational EffectiVeness. A survey of organizations

scal'2 comprised of 3 items.

4- Job Descriptive IndeX..

- Satisfaction with work.'

- Satisfaction with.pay.
.

Both adjectilte check lists (mith,.Kendall, and flulin; 1969).

5. Biographical InforMation including age eduCation, aocio-

economic status, and length of service.

In addition to opera-zors at the experimental site, questionnaires Were

completed by all hourly personnel including supervisors, instructora,

mechanics, cutting room workers, material handlers, and Office Staff.,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effects of FeedbaCk Changes on Perceived Organizational Characteristics

I

Mean ratings of organizational characteristica'as perceived by .

1

operators before and.after thefchanges desdribed above are reported-in'

Table 1. Control group subjects are included to test for temperal dif-

/
ferences which may not be attributable tO interventions. These data show

that feedback of product quality and 'cost Variance information to subassemblY



groupahad a significant positive effect on peer leadership. There was

improvement on all four scales. The change on int-,? tion

(p <.01) suggests that t-huie WELL significant incre. in Fecr

which encouraged shop floor operators to develop close, cooperative working

relationships with one another. The change In goal emphasis (p< .05)

indicates an increase in mutna:ly contagicm5 enthusiasm for doing a good job.

'Insert Table 1 AbOut Elere

Croup processes also improved within subassembly teams. All or tht,

items in this scale,increased, three of them significantly. Oper-

ators were more likely to.indicate that their peers wanted to meet objectives

(p < .05); they viewed their.work'group as More adaptable when unusual work

demands were placed upon it (p .001); and, they had more.confidence and

trust in persons in their work group (p < Al). All in all, peer group

functioning improved markedly over the period of this study. However, it

'should be pointed out that initia1 conditions indicated an extremely negative

starting position, a factor corroborated by depth'interviews and first hand

observation of plant morale. Were,it not for the specific nature Of the

intervention', these resulta might be explained as arising out of.regression:

toward the mean.

The only other significant changesindicated by this broad set of

measures concern two aspects of organizational climate. Clinical observ-

ations suggest that both of.these negative changes can be attributed to un-,

met_expectations. Operators were much less likely to feel that the organi-

4aLion WdS quirk to usa Improved work methods -(p < . . -u -titts

2 1



. response set ')Per associated operator frustration over

I 7

lengthy delays in efforts to implement a full-blown semi-autonomous group

program. Over 80% of the eligible operators had indicated a desire to seek

multi-skill status 8 month3prior to the post-test, but none had begun

their cross-training.

The.communication flow scale indicates that sUpervisors Were some-
C`

what less likely, to ask group members for.their ideas and opinionsbefore
\

making a decision (p < .01), and.,,they were less likely to, meet, with their

1

subordinates a's a group (p < .01). Unmet expectations, again, maylaccount

for these differences. Clearly, the events of the year led operators to

expect more involvetent than they had ,been'accustoted'to. It shoUld alsobe:

-noted that bOth the'technologyof the industry and the "new" plant manager's

own decision making style were not conducive to consensual decision making (see

Table 5).

Differential Effects of Changes lor Long- and Short-Term Operators

OperatorS were divided as close to the mcdfao ienurens: possible uo

examine the differential effects of interventions on.how they experienced

'their work enyironment-IroM both a'nerceptual and attitudinal perspective.

This analysis.was conducted for several clinically based reasonS:

First, long-term operators had been more influential in developing ex-

perimental plans (e.g., all advisory board members came from this'group).

Second, it was expected that peer leadership would be more likely to

emerge among these individuals. Since the technology limits'shop floor

communication most informal groups were comprised of individuals-with
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similar lengths service and common break times. Hence, long-term operators

were more likely to have'developed.some degree of cohesion, a factor which

enhances the rate of adaptation in a context where group norms and atti-

tudes are changing (Argyle, 1972).

Insert Table'2 About Here

The results in Table 2 clearly indicate that peer leadership waS more

.likely to emerge among long-time operators.. In addition to improved

patterns of task interaction and a stronger goal emphasis, these indi-
.

viduals were. more likely tO find personal support among their peers. 0

the wOrk facilitation scale, they felt that their peers offered more help

in finding ways td do a better job (p < .10);'in asaisting

- organizing, and Scheduling work (p < .01);'.and',..in offering new ideas

.for solving job related problems*(p < .10). They,experieneed a significant

,improVement in overail'group prdcessses (p < .01), while short-term

operators did not.

These findings are airroborated by clinically,-based observations.

Perhaps the.most significant factor accounting for these differences is'

the marked-instability of the short-term peer group. Only' 22 percent of

thdse-orignally classified as short-term employees,were still employed
1

I

at the time Of the post-test, compared. with 62 percent of
e
the long term

Taking these .differencesin group processes.and peer,leadeLship.intd,

account, We would'expect to tind differences in affective operator res-

---p7rn-t-e-t(LIker t , 1077) .

23
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Job-related attitudes declined significantly for the short-term

operators, but only nominally for long-term operators. Taken together,

the nature of the intervention, temporal aspects of work attitudes, and

site observations suggest tenable explanations for this pattern.

Both Table 2 aiid 4 suggest that there is a natural proclivity for

operators to exPerience reduced job challenge over.time. By the time an

operator has been onthe job for four months, her learning curve is

virtually flat.- There is relatively little she can,do to continue to

improve job competencies beyond this early stage,,,,and opportunities for

. -
promotion are generally blocked by a high degree of employment stability

among supervisory staff. Despite this factor, there is a countervailing

tendency for individuals in,All jobs tdexpress greater-Satisfaction with

inCreasing tenure (Ivancevich and Donnelly, 1968). Thus, in bOthsamOles

there was a marked decrease in job challenge but no significant decline

in overall satisfactionk(Table 4).

The nominal grouping of operators into subassembly teams andthe use -

of regular feedback clearly seets to have enhanced the social.and task-

related interactions of long-term operators. While this woUld normally

be expected to impro e work attitudes OLikert, 1967) it Appears, instead,

to have increased resilience with. regard to natural tendencies to ex-
,

_perfence reduced-challenge-and interest in shop. floor_tasks. .Overall

/-
satisfaction remained al7outthefsame, but-attitudes associated with in-

trinsic Satisfaction declined. Clearly., feedback on quality and cost

:variance data alone is insufficient to,improve work attitudes and well being.
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There is, at best, a weak indication that increased identification with sub-

assembly groups will arrest the tendency to experience greater job-attributed

illness (psychosomatic illness; Table 2) with increased tenure.

The Effect of Feedback on Work Behavior

Table 3 presents data for turnover, absenteeism and quality levels

in the experimental site. .These data appear to-substantiate the practical

utility of the interventions but, again, site observations suggest a more

complex pattern of causality.

Insert Table 3 About Here

:.To smooth out monthly fluctuations and present a representatiVe base-

.line/post-intervention perspective on absenteeism and turndver 6 month
_

'averages are presentedI The moat startling fact here is that Initial

conditions were characterized by turnover at-annual rate of 216 percent

and nearly 1 in 10 operators absent on any given work day. At the site,

it really appeared as though people were just passing,through (more like

a roadside lo4e than an on-going manufacturing facility). Thirti-three

operators had to behired_to get-one whd-would stay for a full year.

-Under these conditions balancing the production line was, perhaps

a possibility for: a theoretical mathematician. :But for Mortal super-

visors and plant managers it was a:nightmare. Top-level corporate officers

t (many of whom have risen through the plant management ranks) relate to a

temporal frame of reference when the labor market was immensely more stable.
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They are not ft.Aly emphatetic to'the difficulty that this degree of ins-

tability presents, and this greatly increases the felt pressure of plant

managers.

Given these conditions, most plant managers adopt the strategy of

building buffers-in "headcount" across most operations. It is a strategy

which insures relatiVely high Production attainment, but oAe'whichalso

causes sporadic layoffa due to line imbalances (about 5%). This creates

an ironic twist in the reward system as individuals on operations with

high attainment are rewarded with sporadic layoffs. Since most workers

would rather have predictable total earnings than maximum hourly income

(Lawler, 1974), this.creates an incentive to ."make work last".

The changes which Occurred in rates of turnover and absenteeism during

this period merely brought.the experiMental plant into line-with the control

group setting (aveiage monthly turnover about,12 percent, average absent-

eeism about 7 percent). Since work attitudes tend to be associated with

turnover and absenteeism (Porter and Steers, 1973), the attitudinal data in

Tables 2 and 4 would fail'to support even thiS'clegree,of,improvement.

From a,the9retical perspective these improvements can be explained

wfth- reference to exp)ectancy theory (Vroom, 1964). The relationship of:

sewing operators to their jobAs largely instrumental, i.e.,- it is a

means of-providing necessary family income. Two out of three came from

families with a total annualincOme of less than $8,000 (according to Libor

Department Statistics an urban family of four required, at the time of this

study, a minimum, income-of $8,500).. Many were single parents or sole
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providers. By improving plant efficiency (line balance, machine repair,

eating room quality) and openly assuring all operators of no layoffa%

the plant manager who began in June 1975 greatly improved the job attach-

_
ment of cperators. Both the expectancy of effort leading to performance

and the expectancy of that performance.not being associated with-the ad-

verse oonsequence of layoffs were improved. From aneconomic perspective

it was a "better" place to work.. at least on a par.with the sister plant

-across town. Between May 1975 and October 1975 production attainment rose

from 48 percent to.90 percent and since December 1975 it -has stabilized

at about 100.percent. Thus, turnover and absenteeism improvements must

be attributed to management initiatives, and not experimental interventions.

The quality improvements, however, can be directly attributed to thr fordhaek

intervention,

Sewing quality on the shop floor is not easily accessible to.management

zontrol. It is a wOrker selected criterion and, it is subiect almost ex-

clusively to the.operator's judgment. En&-of-line inspectors are .geo-.

graphically removed from operators and, prior to the feedback intervention,

the only feedback an operator received wad sporadic and unfocused. Accord-

ingly, when work was returned to the line it was met with a feeling of

inequity (why me?) or scapegoating ("I did it this-way because of the way

the Work came,to me").

As Schwab and Cummings (1976) indicate expectancy perceptions are partly

determined by "the specifi- bich task, performance can be defined'

and the extent to which the indi al can control his/her own pc- Armance"

2 7
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(p.28). Increasing the clarity of feedback.and the specificity of goals

(prior to this operators were merely expected tO do their best) served

to provide operator efforts a clear focus. At the site the.author was,

on several occasions, taken aside by operators who pointed to the quality

level of their operation on a large plexiglass graph. Among many there

seemed to be a benign spirit-of competition to.improve over the percentages

of other operations, and nearly all seemed concerned if their quality level

moved outside of a color-coded "good" area. These results are consistent

with a large literature linking increasing specificity of task goals to

increased emOloyee effort (for a review of this literature see-Steers and

Porter, 1974).

As the literature suggests, however, feedback and goal specificity

alone cannot be expected to improve work.attitudes (SteerS and. Porter,

_
1974). This is largely.a function of the amount of participation.in

goal setting "(standards for "good","average", and "poor" were set by

management in this case) and the work itself (responsibility/autonomy

task compbnents 'were unchanged). -It is interesting to note, however, that

'the results of thisfield intervention are consistent with a laboratory

A

experiment in,which specific goals were positiVely asSociated with goal

.commitment, increased work-group cohesiveness, and greater task interest

(Raven and Rietsema, 1957).

Quality improvements trends in the experimental site coincided

precisely,with the fime.at which feedback of progress toward specific

.goals was instituted. The amount of improvement in thia-area cannot be

2 8
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attributed tc ctors There was no change in supermisionand the

plant manage-7 d his energies almost exclusively on production attain-

ment and coe vcc.z,n'Ics. These improvements are all the more remarkable

when it is no. over the period from May to October, 1975 production

attainment cl 48 to 90 percent. Moreover, these results have

been sustainec first two quarters of 1976 (average monthly seconds

:9 percent). It is now reputed to have the best quality level of any'

plant making Lole product (about 40 plants).

As many p nagers have indicated to the author, "you can't inspect

quality into the c ent". It is an operator controlled criterion.

Effect of Change n 7)perator Attitudes

Table/iine r. that operator attitudes tended tc decline over thE

course of dais ILla both the experimental site and the control gronp

setting. As avidie above, there appears to be'a built-7in proclivity

for shop floo-rwk :rs to experience less job challenge and satisfaction-

with the work ds their length of employment-increases. In fact,

the need to

'earnings seem,:

nervodsness.

rapid and continuous pace to maintain-incentive

ia associated with more work-attributed headaches and

Insert Table 4About Here

About one month prior to the post-test a wage increase of nearly

10 percent was granted. The effect of this increasn is reflected in improved

'2 9
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ati.faction in zfrie contro.1"., group- but no.. (bP- .exoeri1-7,1. site.

iellalts can be ±xplaine..4.1 within :an equit, fr:ramerviork. In: the wage

at= efff bargain emperitae:...21.i operators percmed -_-_hemseLves as con-

much more to their jobs (higher quail and increased plant

nmti,:t). However, added bonus earnings had been 1Egered unde7

plan because of the high standards in ially established. Thus,

zhey received positive feedback with regarz ! to quality improvements

ly basis, their weekly feedback on variance costs failed toresult

-La bon-Js earnings. Their new awareness of variance cost data consistently

7:ame ± he form of negative -(not punitive) feedback. While in an absolute

'`..ye plant was markedly more effective the.= a year earlier, opetators

id intc:, !Illation they hadn't 'known about back then and they perceived their-

Hrg=0.7,:z.idon as less effective (p < '.01); They had benefited econOmically

rui..2.-Fsk educed layoffs, but they had not be/ nefited psychologicallY from

operating effectiveness.

:::...fferances between experimental site data in Table 4 and that

prEenmd in Table 2 can be explained from an expectancy perspective. For

1o7k.-.1erm operators the goals which were set were more likely to/be per-

ivvei as attainable. Short-term operators were, in many instances, still

s.ling to achieve consistent quality while maintaining their production

dr:Ls . Moreover, as has been,found elsewhere, the nature of the work

itself the principle determinant of female work attitudes ori the shop

f1oc d, 1969; Lupton, 1963, Marrow, 1957). //
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Table

effects of

this .study

much less

collabermt

markedly.

t-acces.gi. and Peer Leadership _Am, ak.: Supervisors

rereseaLs what is largely an exp 7-2tory analysis O' :he
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in plant management ovEy..r zhe one year cov-red by

ro t.ngs are evident from this -I:able: the new 1ger was

anr 7ith sUpervisory interan_lilns Chan results; nmd,

-f peer leadership among: Frupervisors. decreased

Accordlitz

Insert Table 5 About Here

-e popular the--17 of or7anizational belnallr, the decline.

in supervisoryr leadershWinated ir Table 5 shoulC ie a'deliterious

effect on. pefir ieaaarship amcmg opezatorS aikert, 1967). Tis does

appear tc have N,:!-ni the case (see T:P'Ae 1).

,th.s shIrt In

not

however,'It Ls poss.ible that

Inmt!ement styles had fl dampening effect um L licwelopmeni.

of shop f:Dorr leedershiT-

Within the .2.7mtext of a sewing opera=Lon peer leadershiip stylesare

readily tra- r=lmit.L12 between plant management and supervise= through weekly

and sometimE- i1 meetingp. The,,- are less readily trans: -.zed between

supervisors

supervisors

:arid Troups ef operatorE. Task-related communiations between

amil tonurators.temd to be strained (a police and enforce ethos

of m7.trel limits easY-going socialis not uncommon), and the broad span

interactions.

meetings are

conducted

Comimmnications are_almost el-vMnsively one on one, and group

if ever held_ Group feedback sessions were generally

the niant manager f7-7- ..7orkforc,,, development officer (the author).
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:or thwse-reasons, the linking pin theory (Likert i which suggests

that leadership styles will be transmitted downwa. -',.=ugh each link of

the hierarchy may not be applicable at the shop fL.7-or

Based on clinical observations the adverse ntf. La peer leadership

aMong supervisors reflects role ambiguity arising 7Y5-ser174.Lng Under

three different managers over the course of this. - :7 period. It

also reflects a more task-oriented manager. One ccv:-T..:ed more with

results and individual accountability among his .sope==mry staff than

camaraderie ot participative decision making. 7777117.,a ,ontingency pers-

pective (i.e., given the existing technology, sr--ctum and process)

this may make sense. However, if an alternativ- -rogtizational climate

is desired (Table 1), if turnover and absenteeiEl gre to be further

reduced (Table 3), and if the quality of workin: 1...71:t. is to be improved

(Table 4), some degree of accommodation will ha.77a tc ,c2cur. Given the

strong Hispanic cultural influence (respect for 'st., .tg" leadership) and

the contingent production environment, it may be appropriate to

focus on training group members in autonomous tp=7 functioning than

training a plant manager it parti:ipative decisi= making.

Effect of Experimental Status on Operator Norms F-77 Expectations

Table 6 reflects a spillover effect, or what 3ome organizational

development practitioners would call an unintende: consequence:. Operator

norms about appropriate leadership behavior both among supervisors and

work peers increased across the board in.the experthe' r site.

32
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In rt Table 6 About Here

71Iese data are both plus and a mdnus. They suLlt greater personal

t.ientLfication with worklatecl ±ttenactions an± meat___t _omrdtment and

attacnment tP-the organi=tion and its goals; but, tter L__so indicate a

ttreazer propensity to experiet--. xpectaticns, c- =se feeling of

being "let doc.m" by the ot'.entzation. In the overall 3at_sfaction scale,

only two items registered marked declines: operatcrs rer significantly

less satisfied "with the prograss they had made_LIE r- ,11.1" p < .001); and

they were less optimictic about their chance to get ad the future

(2 < .007_1).

At least.one theorist has raised important questicvm regarding the use

of satisfaction and related attitudes or criteria fop .e.isessing the quality

working life. (See Stanley E. Seashore, "Defining: =id :Measuring the.

Quality &I Working Life," in Davis:& Cherns.(eds.) 19751. Perhaps future

ii-zudies should morE fully examine work. norms and expectations asirdientors.

of indivi,dual investments and identificationwit w7rk roles.

=ELUSIONS

This field experiment cortmtlorates the resu1t717 of which '..:.a7ge

F:hown a pcsitive effect of feedaack on performance (Brammarein,.Klein

arrd Pacaa, 1973; IfurrAnl, L9'9; -,ziriith and Knight, 13,1;x 4za. Antofm.r-tt=,

arid Wallace, 1954; Elm:and Hammer, 29761 Latham and Tukl , 1976), Th

cluality improvement results repIrtted here have now nein si..,:srained felp over

LT:
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However, thes, also conststent with recent field

( ^er z=lts which indica:, -)rar:le effect nf feedback on job relat('d

n 2s /Kim and HamtE-- LatL:arm and Yuk1_, 1976).

:e tl=is field inl. t-Acn w,s undertai,-n as an initfal step in

a br-,s,,-7 ef-:Ort zo _ qualfty of wori-Ing life, these results

pc 'ZIT '_che limited effic. v of knowledge of -,:sults alone. In this

rarc, =hey raise seriou, luestinns about .-mensatory and disjunctive

mciels oE job enrichment w± suggest tha= a= 1=pro7ement of any single

tas:: =moment will have fw 7able atti=udtr_a_ effects (Brief, Wallace ancl

ALdag, T7776). 3ecause thesE_ =esults are bas::,1 c.= the manipu1ation7Pf an

ac_tual attribute they a.-.7e not subject t: th common methods error

v-ich is a part of perceptn-122v-based correlat onnl studies.

Th79t4gho1It thu- period covered by this stLiy the variety, t:isk Identity,

sk sa=ificance and autc lum- job components remained unchanged. Tt

a=oears that these and/_-= relaed wor7E system-variables are crucial if

=Le quafity of working life is to be enhanced smtilEactorily. :n the

vermacn1= of socio-techlfr_l think-frrl, feedbacl atroears to have particular

value as a technical ec=71tic interven=ion, but--a=fter limited utility as

-sycholoa- _Intzerveintion t_ improve a===tudes. Accordingly,

is appropriate rhr__ ex7erimentatio= in this 7:o_lec- site is continuing_

-Iirfe the post-telt 't :la! progressed fn the following ways: (1) all

:ae: =an IDW erni: their own starting and quitting times within

tme prmgram; (2) =le original semi-au=nomous pilot group is once

agatm .in operation; and (:. a "mini-ltn-P"mode. is being implemented vbioh
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comprise-1 a small group L c,-oFs-traimed oneratcrs commicting all .issembly

work and rewarded by a iifd Scanlon Plan. Partititation in each of

these experiments LF 701 tr.ta-

Lco,-ing back o' 14 _Ionths which the auth= spent on the shop

Floor suggests some impon2ir -recommendaticrs to praztitioners. Not the

1-_iast of these is the cbse=arLon that satisfactory and endurimg change

t'kes a considerable amorunt col' time. Expectations (From the shop floor

1-o the executive suite) teuld to be out-of-line with what nam reasonably

Ee ach:leved within, say, t:70 or three years in an' un-goimg facility.

At dhe shop floor level tr..s increases the propensity to experience un-

met expectations.

Job or work sy-Ftem redesign is not like "klappy gas". There are mo

imstamt or na--r-t, m results of a broad-gauge nature. State-of-the-art

technology- and t-me orptanirAtional climate of manufactoxing processes

present onerous obstacles. Wohether t.bese can be suraiciemtly teted

to s=thstaotivel); hr ;17. the quality of working life rm.-mains to 13,2. de-

mootrateE. mi-aL.7onomous group concepts prov=de J.1.1._:= promising aveoue

for & ring the s_gnificance ead meaning of work on t...2a sewing loor,

especiall7 if -L.t.iese 2oncepts ar-7 coupled with feedlbaok 7znd equitable

rewards.

From a practical viewpoint, feedbaCk appears to have been an espe-

cially useful initial stage in this om-goinp, .?eriment. In this cm-3e it

has enabd: 0?ofators to see Wre precAsely ±t xsected o thPi mnd

f_t h st imulated .a greater env:Alas-is on goal aeememz. This impact

3 5
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was especially likely to occur to more senior operatcrs, finding-which

-is consistent with the body of literature which indicates that organ-

izational commitment is associated witE tenure (Steers, 1976:). Their

greater initial commitment, coupled with their greater ability, increased

their propensities to both accept and aChieve target gosls.

From a broader societalTerspectlive the author's clinical observations

on the silop floor are relatively consistent with the conclusions of Seashore

and Barnowe (1971) regarding the lot of the: "Matriarch" (female, and a-major

wage earner- for a household with one or more dependents). lie described

this group as one of two groups with an especially high prcoensity to

experience generalized dissatisfaction with life, alienation from society

and social roles, blunr.ed aspirations, aggressive feelings toward other

kinds of people, a low sense of gmliticaL efficaty, mild paranoiac reactions,

and mild but debilitatin health reactioms. This, is :lot to suggest a

pervasive norm..of hope1esness, nor an absence of Laagnter or spontaneity.

In fact, the amthor's observations suggest that two -gtips may be especialiy

resilient vis-a-vis these propensimies; .Bispanica idemtified with a

communally-based ethnic subculture, and women identified with extended

families.

' CleariT, qu5-..1iy of working life is a hig:10 complex ancllnter7

dependent Lrt,n_Q. It must focus on myriadis cf factors within organizations,

and yet it causal texture extends- be7one the boundariis of the workplace.

0

'Limited intervemminns such as the ones described herein can help to test

and refine theoretical mOdela, but they are insuffirf,Pnt as "solutions" to
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such a broadly based issue. Perhaps the next increments in this experimental

site and: others will add further to our store of social learning in ongoing

work operations.
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Table 1

Perceived Organization Climate, Supervisory Style,
Peer Leadership am.d Group Processes

37

CharacteristiC

Experimental Group (n=57) Control Group (n=21)

Before Af.te Before After

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean ,S.D.

Climate -

Human,Kesburces Primacy 8.66 2.32 8.12 2.38 9.79 2.16 9.31 2.51
DecIsion Making Practices 9.78 3.14 9.85 2.87 11.29 3.55 10.29 3.33

\ Technical.Readiness. 5.93 1.75 5.39a 1.67 5.81 1.25 6.14 1.56
Lower Level Influence 8.46 2.23 8.67 2.56 9.00 2.15 8.81 2.82
Commurkication.Flow 7.85 3.23 6.67a 2.77 7.86 3.23 7.86 2.80

Supervisinq

Support 11.28 2.84 11.82 3.01 10.62 2.82 9.76 2.64
Interacti_on Facilitation 5.14 2.39 5.35 2.15 4.67 2.22 5.43 2.25
Goal Emphasis 7.93 1.79 7.51 1.89 7.38 1.83 7.00 2.12
Work Facilitation 9.35 3.58 8.95 3.93 8.52 2.66 9.14 3.21

Peers

Support 10.49 2.88 11.03 2.96 11.62 2.65 1029a 2.53
Interaction Facilitation 6.42 3.00 744c 3.11 9.24 3.46 8.71 2.87
Goal Lmphasis 5.70 1.90 6.1813 1.90 7.29 1.55 6.81 1.60
Work lacilitation 7.12 2.90 7.71 3.24 9.62 3.65 8.33a 2.97

Grou0 Ilroc.Isses 19.75 5.33 21.60c 5.58 24.24 5.43 23.90 4.35

a
p < .05, two-tail t-test of significance used because direction is not advanced..

b.
< .05. one-tail t-test of significance used because direction is propositionallv derivpd from

previous.research on goal setting and feedback within a.group.context.

/.c..
p .01, one-tail t-test of significance used because direction is propositionally derived from

:previous research on goal, setting and feedback within a grOup context.
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Table

Comparison.of Responses For Long Term and Short Term Groups
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Characteristic

Experimental Site Control Group

Less than
1 Yr. (n=26)

More than
1 Yr.'(n=31)

More Ehan
1 Yr. (n=16).

Before After Before After Before After.

Climate

,HUman:.Resources Primacy 9.06 8.31 8.32 7.97 9.41 9.41
Decision "vi.nking PracticeS 10.24 9.50 9.39-, 10.14 10.38 10.31
Technical ReadineSs 6.19 5.46 5,71' 5.32 5,81 6.25
Lower Level Influence 8.15 8.19 8.71 , 9.06 9.19 9.50

. Communcation Flow 7.62 6.81 6.55* 7.81 8.31

Supervision

Suppqrt 11.08 12.00 11.45 11.66 9.88 9:88
Interaction Facilitation 5.19 5.23 5.10 5.45 4.63 5.69*
Goal Ehip.aasis. 7.61 7.12 8.19 7.84 7.06 7.25
Work Facilitation. 9.50 8.77 9.23 9.10 8.69 9:56

Peers

Support 10.69 10.06 10.32 11.84* 11.69 11.06
.Interaction Facilitation 6.46 7.15 6.39 7.68* 10.06 8.63
Goal Empqasis 5.62 , 5.50 5.77 6.77* 7.50 7.25
Work FaCilitation 7.65 7.38 6.68 7.98* , 10.44 9.19

Group ProcesseS 19.60 20.27 19.87 22. 72*1 25.31 24.81

Overall Satisfaction 26.54 24.73 26.29 25.85 27.05 27.63

Higher Lev?1 Need Fulfillment 17.k7 15.62** 17.61 16.65 17.44 17.22

Job Challenge 9.52 8.35* 9.24 8.10 9.69 8.75

Psychosomatic Illness 8.08. 8.73* - 9.13 8.90 8.56 9.06

Perceive,i Org. Effectiveness $.50 7.25* 8.32 7.61 9.31 9.19

* Difference betWeen before and after groups significant at p <- .05 (two-tailed test).
** Difference between before and aftergroups significant at p < .01 (two-tailed.test).

Note: 'For the ,control grOUp only more.than.1-ye&r subjects Were included fOr purposes. of
-.comparison with more than 1-year subjects in the experimental site.
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Table 3
//

//,

Changes in Work-Related Behaviors: Comparison

of Base-tine Data With Post-Intervention Data

1. Turnover: Average Monthly.Turnover
- Base-Line/:/May-October 1974

Post-Ingervention: May-Oaober 1975
Percent Decrease = 37% -

/

(
2. Absence: Average Daily Abéence

Base-Line: May-Oetober 1974
Post-Intervention: May-October 1975

Pemcent Decrease = 29% '

3. Qualit : Average Monthly Seconds Due to

Sewing
Base-Line: July 1974 - May 1975.
Post-Intervention: June'1975-October 1975

Percent Decrease = 66%

6.7%

2.9%

1.0%

.Note: Throughout the period covered by this'study the control group

Setting experienced relatively steady monthlY.-tOrnoyer of about

12..percent and absenteeism of6 to,7 percent. Seconds -averavd

about 2 percent.
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Table 4

Affective Responses for Experimental and Control Groups

Affective Responses

Experimental Group.(n=57) Control Group (n=21)

Before After Belore After

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. IMean S.D. Mean S.D.

Overall Satisfaction 26.40 4.46 .25.34 5.45 26.85 4.02 25.67 C
J.LIV

Higher-Order Need Fulfilltent 17.55 3.08 16'.18* 4.09 17.52 3.47 15.60 4.79

'Job.Challenge 9.17 3.00 8.21** 3.78 9.62 2.85 7.81* 2.94.

Work Satisfaction (JDI) 26.93 ;..68 23.54** 9.89 27.38 8.54 26.00 8.52

Pay.Satisfaction'(JDI) 13.75 5.97 12.96 6.08 11.81 6.10 15.05** 5.73

Psychosomatic Illness 8.65 1.55 8.82 6.63 8.33 1.56 9.38* 2.09

Perceived Org. Effectiveness 8,40 2.34 7.45** 2.11 9.67 2.39 9.29 2.24'

* p ,<.05, two-tail test. '

** p < .01, two-tail test.



Table 5

:Managerial Succession at Experimental Site: Changes in Management
Style And Its Influence on Supervisory Leadership

Behavior and Attitudes

Characteristic

Superviszf gesponses (n=8)

Before After
Intervention Intervention

Mean S.1 an S.D.

Plant Management

Support
Interaction Facilitation

= 8.75
6.13

73.77

1.96
9.75 2.87

1.39
Goal Empffiasis 5.38 -2.20 -55..50* 1.07
Work Facdlitation 8.25 3.69 9.13 2.70

Supervisors

10.13 2.36 9.13 1.64,Support
Interaction FacilitatiOn . 9.50 2.61 7.25* 1.49
Goal Emphasis 6.38 _77 5.25* .89

Work Facilitation 9.63 2 ."93 6.25** l:67

Attit,uds

Overall Satisfaction 26.00 2.82 26.79- 2.87
Higher Level Need Fulfillment 18.86 1.00 17.63 3.62
Job Challenge 10.63 2.83 11:38 3.02

p two-tail .

** p <1.01, two-:tail.
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Table 6

Workplace Expectations
Regarding APpropriate Behavior

Expectations

Re. Supervision

Support

Interaction FacilAtation
(.3oal Emphasis

4 rk Facilitation

Re. Peers

Support

Interaction Facilitation
Goal Emphasis
work Facilitation

Testa, two-taiI

Experimental Group
n=57

Control Group
n=21

Pre Post A Pre Post A

13..52 13.79 + 13.48 12.48.-**

8.51** + F.86 8.43
S.95 8.24**

1:3 13.26 13.81 13.10

12.6 13.44*** 13.40 12.70
12.16 12.68** 12.60 12.40
8.6 8.81 + 8.95 8.45*

12.36 + . . 13.15 12.25*

.05 p.01

Notes:

p <.10, one-tail.
p <.05, One-tail
p <.01, one7tail.-

a.
The sign test is used to.establish that two conditions are different and it does
not make assumptions about sample or group distribUtions (Siegel, 1956).
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